
Team G Policies and Expectations
In an effort to help students grow into responsible, independent adults, Team G teachers will be focusing
on the following essential life skills that go above and beyond the core content taught. We believe teachers
teach the whole child, not just content.

#1 Self-Advocacy
It is vital that students learn to speak up for themselves. They know when they have a problem or
concern; therefore, they are the ones that need to seek a solution or advice. For example, Office
Hours are an opportunity to get one-on-one help, they should never be used as a Study Hall. When
attending, students will need to articulate the concepts which need reinforcement and their specific
concerns. Team G teachers expect students to be the first step in communication. As parents, your
child is the best resource to answer questions regarding their education. Your child should be the
first step in the chain of command. If a student has a question or concern or cannot answer a parent
question, the student should speak to the teacher first. Team G teachers will follow the same chain
of command; when concerns arise we will conference with students first. If concerns or questions
remain after discussing with the student, either parents or teachers can go to the second step in the
chain and discuss the issue with each other.

#2 Study Skills
Commitment towards academic success requires dedication and consistency. Team G teachers
expect students to incorporate the following into their daily/weekly routine for all classes:

● Always be reading a novel
● Review class notes 10 minutes, nightly
● Complete all homework, this is your practice in preparing for exams
● Figure out the note taking system that works for you
● Utilize study tools; flashcards, study guides, technology, etc.

Through the many, many combined years of experience Team G teachers have many ideas we are
happy to share with students who are struggling to find the strategies that best work for them.
Students just need to ask (there’s that self-advocacy again!)

#3 Organization
We live in a busy world and we all have a million things to do everyday. As adults we keep calendars
so that we meet deadlines, attend meetings, and remember the tasks we need to complete. Our
students need to utilize these same practices for success. Therefore, Team G teachers expect all
students to have and keep a school provided agenda up-to-date and check it nightly. Classes are
structured so that there is time to update and there are plenty of places to find the information;
Google Classroom, classroom whiteboards, classmates, etc. Students should strive to meet
deadlines, eliminate procrastination, and discover the organizational system that works best for
them. Again, Team G teachers can offer suggestions when asked.



#4 Citizenship
As mentioned above, Team G teachers teach the whole child. This means we are working to instill values
that will guide these young adults into productive, contributing members of society. As adults, we are
expected to follow the laws and meet our personal obligations to ensure a successful community. At
STMS, students are expected to follow the rules and contribute to the success of our school community.
When they fall short, just like in the real world, there will be consequences. Team G students will receive
a weekly Citizenship grade in their Social Studies class. Each week students start with 10 points, the
following student choices will result in the loss of one point per infraction. Infractions will be tracked in
all classes and reported to Mrs. Wells, who will record the final Citizenship grade for the week in her
gradebook. This final grade will reflect any loss of points and will include a note regarding specific
infractions made. If a student loses all ten points in any one week, Team G teachers will be contacting
parents to set up a meeting in order to formulate a plan for future success.

● Tardy to Class
● Cell Phone Violation
● No ID
● Dress Code Violation, including wearing a hat indoors
● Chewing Gum or Consuming Food/Beverage (water excluded) in class
● Disrupting the Learning Process

Students will also have the opportunity to make positive choices and earn citizenship points. Earning
points requires an above and beyond behavior which teachers will identify with a STMS Caught Being
Good Card. These cards are mailed home and can be brought to Mrs. Wells to earn a point added to the
student’s citizenship grade. One card = one point. These cards can also be exchanged in the cafeteria for a
treat, but students should bring it to Social Studies first to earn their citizenship point. We hope to see
many random acts of kindness throughout the year!

We the Team G teachers are excited to work with, teach, and learn from the Team G students. We
look forward to an incredible year where we explore and become inquisitive about the world in
which we live. We know Team G will add all the elements needed in order to create a historical year
that you will read and write about for years to come!
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